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ORIGINAL STYLE 6 VOLT WIRE HARNESS
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ORIGINAL STYLE 6 VOLT WIRE HARNESS
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#3 = LIGHT SWITCH TO REAR LAMP
   (BLACK)
#11 = GENERATOR “F” TO LIGHT SWITCH (SWITCH END)
   (NATURAL WITH BLACK TRACERS)
#13 = LIGHT SWITCH TO HEADLAMPS (SWITCH END)
   (BLACK)
#14 = AMMETER (AMMETER END, SAME TERMINAL AS WIRE # 15)
   TO CUTOUT “BAT”
   (NATURAL WITH BLACK & RED TRACERS)
#15 = AMMETER (SAME TERMINAL AS WIRE # 70) TO LIGHT SWITCH
   (NATURAL WITH GREEN TRACERS)
#17 = AMMETER TO STARTER SWITCH
   (NATURAL WITH RED TRACERS)
#31 = CUTOUT “GEN” TO GENERATOR “A”
   (BLACK)
#32 = GENERATOR “F” TO LIGHT SWITCH (GENERATOR END)
   (NATURAL WITH BLACK TRACERS)
#36 = AMMETER TO CUTOUT “BAT” (GENERATOR END)
   (NATURAL WITH BLACK & RED TRACERS)
#38 = LIGHT SWITCH TO LEFT HEADLAMP
   (BLACK)
#46 = LIGHT SWITCH TO RIGHT HEADLAMP
   (BLACK)
#70 = TO IGNITION SWITCH TO LIGHT SWITCH (BATTERY IGNITION ONLY)
   (BLACK WITH WHITE TRACERS)
#80 = COIL + TO DISTRIBUTOR (BATTERY IGNITION ONLY)
   (BLACK WITH WHITE TRACERS)
#90 = IGNITION SWITCH TO COIL, OR MAGNETO
   (BLACK WITH WHITE TRACERS)